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PROGRAM INSTALLING

Before you run the program, please download and install the Java framework of

the official website.

Follow the steps to install and run the color wheel application. It is

recommended that you download the latest Java runtime environment from the

Oracle website. (jre1.8.0_321)

Run the Color Wheel Designer, and then create an assigned shortcut on the

desktop.

Choose English language from the drop down menu.

There are two color schemes available in the program. The first color wheel

shows the four base colors in a quadrant distribution, and the other is an RGB

symmetric computer color wheel.

The quadrant color wheel is recommended for painting and printing. The color

scheme of the triad is used by electronic displays and monitors.

MAIN PARTS OF THE PROGRAM

There are three parts of the application for functionality.

○ 1) Color Wheels

In the program, you can select colors on use two types of color wheels. On the

Quadrant color circle, you can use the base four colors. The Triad is a symmetric

RGB.

○ 2) Color circles

The color circles select a color on the color wheel. The color circles are in

connection with the 6 squares at the bottom of the windows. Six colors can be

selected at the same time.

○ 3) Palettes(HTML)

You can add the colors on a palette, which could be saved as a HTML file. In

another time, you can reload these saved palettes into the Color Wheel Designer.

One palette file can contains unlimited colors to select.

The HTML palettes containing the colors can also be exported to PNG format.
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MOVING COLOR CIRCLES

Three different type of circles can be moved on the color wheel.

1) The first is the main circle which moves each of the six color circle, on top

right side there is a corner.

2) The next one has got the corner on the lower right-hand side, there are

two of them. Reflect other color circles according to the main diagonal and

moves them.

3) The third type of the color wheel can be moved independently, and they

have got no corners.

SELECT THE CURRENT COLOR

The current color is the current circle or square which was selected. The current

color coordinates are shown on the tabs on the right side.

Six colors can be selected at the same time. The color circles are in connection

with the 6 squares at the bottom of the window.

How can we choose the current color?

Point the mouse cursor over one of the color circles, then suddenly the color

coordinates were changed. The other method is clicking on one square of the six

on the bottom. On the current square white lines shows the selection.
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SETTINGS

On the setting tab, these checkboxes controls the movement of the color circles.

✓ Equal radiuses

The radiuses of all color circles are the same.

✓ Proportional radiuses

Increasing or decreasing the radius of main color, the radiuses of the other color

circles will be proportionally increased or decreased.

✓ Proportional angels

Moving the main circle, other color circles maintains the angle relative to the

main one.

✓Mirror circles

It reflects the paired independent color circle according to the main diagonal.

✓ Color of depth

The color of the disc also takes on the black hue, the full color.

✓Moving together

The discs can be moved simultaneously with sliders, a keyboard and plus / minus

buttons.

✓ Proportional brightness

Based on the black hue of the first color, the black hue of the other five colors

also changes proportionally.

✓ Six color as background

For transparent colors, it presets a background as the sixth color. Used when

mixing colors.

✓ Snap to coordinates

When you select a color, it fixes the selected coordinate of the color. When

reselecting colors, the disc does not move.
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MORE SETTINGS

On the Settings tab, the following buttons are used to clear colors, set color

relationships, and enter random values.

Each button positions the disk or disks in a specific location.

The buttons in the first row have a reverse meaning: the current color is deleted,

all six colors are deleted, and a reset also clears the colors and the values of the

check boxes.

The buttons in the second and third rows adjust the position of the discs

according to the color relationships marked with them. For example, with a triad

setting, the angles of the discs are 120 degrees, which selects the analog colors.

If you select the Proportional Radii and Proportional Angles check box, you can

rotate the analog color relationship by dragging the main disk while maintaining

an angular deviation of 120 degrees and a radius of equal size.

Using the buttons in the fourth row, you can randomly add color values.

PIPETTA

Drag the entire window to the right by the title bar, then click the Take

Screenshot button or load an image with the browse button.

Select the Insert directly .. check box.

Scrolling through the magnified screenshot or photo, point to one of the pixels

and click. The colors under the mouse cursor are added one after the other on

the New tab or palette.

NEW PALETTE - INSERTING COLORS

Drag the discs with the mouse and select the colors. Then add 6 colors to the

New palette with the first paste button.

As you can see, there are two paste buttons in the New palette. The first icon has

an arrow to the right, and the next one has a double arrow. In the example

above, the colors were added with the first paste button. With the double-arrow

insert button, you can add colors along with names, and you can also assign

captions to the six colors.
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COLOR SEARCH FUNCTIONS

Use the mouse to select a yellow color in the first cube. Select a palette tab, and

then click the color finder icon. In the pop-up window below, select the checkbox.

(Determine the other 5 colors based on the first color.) Then click OK.

The result is shown above. The program selected the five colors closest to the

color in the first cube from the palette. The color in the second cube (#CEDE4A) is

the closest color to the color in the first cube (#C6FF45) selected from the palette

based on the RGB (nearest / nearest) algorithm. The code for the first closest

color (#CEDE4A) is also highlighted in the text on the palette tab.

The color search can even be performed according to HUE, i.e. color and exact

match (Original). In the case of HUE, the search results are radial. As we have

seen, the nearest RGB usually chooses similar colors from the palette along a

circular arc.

CMYK COORDINATES

On the CMYK tab, select a color profile from the drop-down list. Select the Next

check box and drag the main disk on the color wheel.

You can see that it continuously shows the CMYK coordinate color of the original

color (first cube) in the second cube as it moves.

The calculation of CMYK color coordinates cannot be reversed, so CMYK color

coordinates represent color in a smaller range than RGB coordinates.

Java CMYK coordinates are not the same as CMYK colors represented by Adobe

programs. Java CMYK coordinates are calculated differently by Java, with custom

conversions.

Select GENERIC_CMYK from the drop-down list and select the backward check

box to obtain reversible, countable CMYK coordinates. The CMYK coordinates are

then taken into account with two decimal places, so we get accurate RGB

coordinates by recalculating the color value.
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TEMPLATES

Theme tab displays text and graphic templates. To coordinate the color selection

of text and illustrations.

The example above shows an example of adjusting an analog harmonic recorded

with an angular deviation of nearly 120 degrees.


